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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This deliverable summarizes the work done on the translation services (as part of Work Package 
3) within the context of the Lynx project. The aim of the task is to provide a description of the 
services. There are two types of services available – terminology and translation. Terminology 
covers a cloud-based terminology service for terminology management and terminology 
annotation. Translation service covers a cloud-based machine translation service for customized 
machine translation systems.  

This document serves as reference material about the corresponding technologies and their 
integration within the Lynx framework. The translation service provides all the facilities for 
customizing neural machine translation (NMT) engines for specific languages and domains, and 
includes sophisticated linguistic components. The terminology service provides user-friendly, 
collaborative, and multilingual terminology services to a broad spectrum of users for terminology 
work in practical application scenarios. The terminology service simplifies manual management 
of multilingual terminology including its processing, storage, sharing, and re-use via the rich 
terminology service functionalities of the Tilde Terminology cloud platform.  
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1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT  

This document provides a description of the provided translation services whose objective is the 
processing and analyzing of the data collected in WP2 for training Machine Translation (MT) 
systems, thereby contributing to the creation of the Legal/Lynx Knowledge Graph (LKG). The 
separation of common services in a separate work package allows the Lynx partners to focus on 
the performance and robustness of individual generic services without tailoring them to any 
specific use case.  

In this document, custom MT systems will be described with regard to their integration into the 
Lynx platform. This will be done via the Tilde MT API and used afterwards within the Lynx 
platform digital services for the Lynx use cases. The project will focus on European languages. 
The following languages will initially be involved in the pilots: English, Spanish, German, and 
Dutch. The data processing technologies at Tilde’s disposal are used on top of the data and 
documents acquired in WP2 to guarantee a reasonable quality of translation of legal texts, 
regulations, norms, and standards.  

1.2 STRUCTURE OF THIS DOCUMENT 

The structure of this document outlines translation services divided into two components – 
translation service and terminology service. In section 2.1. “Translation service”, we analyze the 
translation service and focus on describing the cloud platform and MT system training and 
evaluation. The MT system training and evaluation embeds information about the data used for 
the process of system training and shows training examples from training exercises. We continue 
with the translation service analysis by focusing on the general service and a detailed level of 
analysis of input and output requirements. The final subsection in section 2.1. “Translation 
service” lays out the description of the API.  

In section 2.2. “Terminology extraction service”, we describe the content in a structure similar to 
the first part of this document. We begin with a description of the cloud platform of terminology 
services and analyze the main functionalities of the terminology service. In subsection 2.2.2., we 
give an outline of the extraction process that consists of several independent software modules. 
Furthermore, in subsection 2.2.3., the API description is summarized. Finally, the conclusion part 
sums up the main findings that stem from the whole document.  
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2 TRANSLATION SERVICES 
For the Lynx platform, there are two types of natural language related cloud services available – 
terminology and translation.  The translation service consists of two groups of services – 
translation and terminology extraction. The translation service contains, in its turn, two machine 
translation (MT) endpoints: one for synchronous NIF 2.11 based annotations, the format agreed 
for the interchange of annotations in Lynx, and one for asynchronous processing of client 
documents. 
For the terminology service, there is a need for both monolingual data and bilingual (parallel 
a.k.a. translated) data extraction. The translation service includes monolingual terminology 
extraction, and optionally can also enrich with translation candidates from existing terminology 
databases, using Tilde’s competence and tools available for processing natural language. 
 

2.1. TRANSLATION SERVICE 

2.1.1. Description of Cloud platform 

The Tilde MT platform provides all the facilities for customizing neural machine translation (NMT) 
engines for specific languages and domains. The platform also includes a suite of sophisticated 
linguistic components that provide linguistic knowledge for MT systems – tokenizers, sentence 
breakers, morphological analyzers and synthesizers, lemmatizers, part-of-speech and morpho-
syntactic taggers, syntactic/dependency parsers, and named entity recognizers – as well as 
sophisticated tools for the correct processing of tags and placeholders, including HTML code. 

The Tilde MT platform provides a full-service environment for private and publicly available 
systems that are hosted on the cloud and can be integrated into any platform or application. 
Alongside public MT systems, the user can convert its raw data into a fully customized MT system 
for specific language pairs, domains, and use cases. 

The MT platform provides a full cycle of MT needs: 

1. Data processing 
2. Corpora collection 
3. MT training and tuning 
4. Terminology management 
5. Quality estimation 
6. Linguistic tool development 
7. API integration 
8. e-Services 
9. Customer support 

The platform consists of various components: 

1. Administrative web interface - for training and managing translation systems 
2. Public web interface - for translating with public MT systems 
3. API for accessing translation services using a machine interface (provides communication 

using the SOAP standard or RESTful approach) 

                                                      
1 https://nif.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ 
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4. MT integration into other platforms: 
a. HTML/JavaScript based widget 
b. CAT tools 

5. ITS 2.0 data categories support 
6. Additional output segmentation information (phrases and their translations) 

2.1.2. Service Description 

The translation service supports the Lynx platform and Legal Knowledge Graph with automated 
machine translation. The translation service currently provides support for a runtime scenario as 
well as an endpoint for the Lynx platform asynchronous process in the background. Translation 
e-service runtime methods ensure translation of texts on-the-fly, while large documents and 
corpora of documents can be translated also asynchronously – by uploading documents and later 
downloading a translated document. 

There are different translation needs in the Lynx platform. While in some cases there is a need 
for translation of a whole document, in other cases there could be a need for translation of 
annotations. The Lynx platform requires that translation is expressed as annotation of 
documents, ensuring the possibility to load that annotation in the Legal Knowledge Graph. 

The translation service provides two separate endpoints that are dependent parts of the Tilde 
MT platform – the document translation endpoint and synchronous translation endpoint. Both 
service endpoints use the same centralized MT cloud platform and exploit shared MT systems 
that are created for the Lynx platform and are in running state. 

As input, the synchronous translation endpoint receives plaintext or document annotations 
expressed by the NIF ontology. The translation service processes the NIF document, extracts out 
translatable fragments from the NIF document, and passes them to the common MT translation 
core service in a synchronous way. After all textual strings are translated, the translation service 
adds translation annotations to the original NIF document while preserving all previous 
information. 

The asynchronous document translation endpoint (also called – file translation feature) allows 
Lynx users to upload documents in various formats for translation with the specified MT system. 
Document translation can be a long running process, so it is scheduled to run offline. The Lynx 
platform can track status changes, and the translated file can later be downloaded from the MT 
cloud platform when the translation is completed. Supported file formats are NIF, DOC, DOCX, 
XLSX, PPTX, ODT, ODP, ODS, HTML, HTM, XHTML, XHT, TXT, TMX, XLF, XLIF, XLIFF, SDLXLIFF, TTX, 
RTF, PAGES. All documents must be in UTF-8 or UTF-16 encoding. 

The scenario for document translation is the following: 

1. The Lynx platform uploads a file and chooses the running MT system (NMT in the case of 
Lynx) for document translation.  

 

2. The Tilde translation service forwards the document and the MT system ID to the 
Application Logic Layer where: 

a. A new repository object is created to store the uploaded file. The MT system ID is 
stored in the metadata of the repository object. 
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b. A file translation task is submitted to the HPC Cluster. 
3. The following steps are taken for the file translation task: 

a. Download a file from the repository. 
b. Convert the file to XLIFF using Okapi or another framework. 
c. Iterate XLIFF nodes by translating text with inline tags. A text is translated with the 

translator service of the Logic Layer that handles sentence breaking and translator 
load balancing. 

d. Return the translated XLIFF back to the original document format. 
e. Store the translated document to the resource repository. 

4. The Lynx platform tracks the status changes and downloads the translated file when it is 
available. 

Document translation workflow in the Tilde MT cloud platform is provided in the Figure 1.  
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Figure 1 Document translation workflow in the Tilde MT cloud platform 

 

2.1.3. API Description 

The Lynx MT systems are mostly in running state, but in some cases, they could also be in other 
states. The following system statuses are available: 

● Running - ready for translation 
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● Waking up - will be ready for translation very soon 
● Stand-by - systems in stand-by mode 
● Failed - systems with error (this section is normally not visible) 

Available systems mean that they are ready for translation, and standby systems mean they 
need to wake up. Systems will be woken up with the first request and need a few minutes to 
start up. Some systems will go to sleep if they are inactive for 60 minutes (no translation).  

Currently there are eight MT systems available for the Lynx project needs. Quality 
improvements of adjusted MT systems are described in the next chapter. The following MT 
systems are available (the id of each MT system is in brackets and can be used in the MT 
endpoint to select the appropriate system for translation): 

1. English-German (smt-99b2f71a-1b3b-418e-bd6b-125f61a53feb),  
adjusted for the Use Case 1 Contracts (see deliverable 4.1) 

2. German-English (smt-160de000-f719-4d5b-9daa-34859345e889),  
adjusted for the Use Case 1 Contracts 

3. English-Spanish (smt-7f098605-5838-4f84-b73e-94af698c3e00),  
adjusted for Use Case 2 Labour Law 

4. Spanish-English (smt-4eafabb9-7cd6-4ae6-9dd6-6b7cc68925bb), 
adjusted for Use Case 2 Labour Law 

5. Dutch-English (smt-2eb02c32-1406-45a0-8974-0310becf564b),  
adjusted for the needs of Use Case 3 Energy  

6. English-Dutch (smt-8fc59d9e-5566-4e35-af4b-98382578cdf2),  
adjusted for the needs of Use Case 3 Energy 

7. Dutch-German (smt-ba77611e-c6a9-4aea-9cb5-c2084ced4caf),  
adjusted for the needs of Use Case 3 Energy  

8. German-Dutch (smt-91e4c58d-1a71-4ac0-8a04-33b2f451e414),  
adjusted for the needs of Use Case 3 Energy 
 

RDF NIF synchronous translation endpoint 

This is a synchronous web service, which provides translation functionality for texts and 
documents described with the NIF ontology.  

There is one REST method for this endpoint, as input and output support plaintext or NIF 
document in various serializations. The input and output format specifications must be provided 
in request headers. 

The endpoint is protected with Basic Authentication. For the Lynx platform, a user account was 
created to access the service. Thus, for each request, the Authorization header should be 
presented with a Basic authentication token. 

Request 

Action: 

      POST https://services.tilde.com/lynx/translation  

Headers: 

https://services.tilde.com/lynx/translation
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● Content-type – provides input format specification for the input  
o  “text/plain” – for plaintext documents 
o “application/rdf+xml” – for NIF document in XML serialization 
o “text/turtle” – for NIF document in Turtle serialization 
o “application/n-triples” – for NIF document in Triples serialization 

● Accept – provides output format specification for the input  
o  “text/plain” – for plaintext documents 
o “application/rdf+xml” – for NIF document in XML serialization 
o “text/turtle” – for NIF document in Turtle serialization 
o “application/n-triples” – for NIF document in Triples serialization 

● Authorization – Basic authentication token 

Query parameters: 

● sourceLang – language of input text 
● targetLang – target language 

 

Body: 

As body, NIF/RDF document content must be included. 

Response 

As the response, clients will receive the original NIF document with added translation 
annotations. 

Asynchronous document translation endpoint 

Document translation workflow consists of several steps that are asynchronous – document 
upload, checking the translation status, and document retrieval. 

NIF translation workflow performs following operations: 

1) Gets as input NIF document, that can contain: 
a) context - full document text 
b) parts - some parts of document 
c) annotations - text fragments, that are annotated by other Lynx services 
d) all other RDF-based information, not used by NMT 

2) extracts from NIF document full text (from nif:Context, data category is marked as 
nif:isString) 

3) performs content translation with Neural Machine Translation system (NMT) 
4) retrieves back from NMT translated whole document and word alignment indexes - how 

every single word from whole context was translated 
5) Appends to the initial RDF(NIF) document: 

a) full translation for the context  
b) for each part and annotation restores corresponding translation using full 

context translation and word alignment indexes 

RDF/NIF translation process supports ITS 2.0 tagset, thus in case some parts or annotation do 
not need to be translated, they can be market with its:translate=”no” data category. According 
to the ITS 2.0 tagset specification, by default must be translated all. 
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Document upload 

This method allows to upload files and trigger the translation process. 

Request 

Action: 

      POST /ws/Service.svc/json/StartDocumentTranslation 

Headers: 

● Content-type – “application/json” 
● Client-id – secure token issued for Lynx platform (API key) 

Body: 

As body, a JSON structure must be submitted, where: 

● appID – application ID (e.g., “LKG”) 
● systemID – translation system identification (see the list of systems in the beginning of 

this chapter) 
● filename – filename of the document to be translated 
● content – file content with byte array 

 

 

Figure 2 Document translation JSON structure 

Response 

In the response, the method returns the ID of this translation job to track status and retrieve 
the result later. 

Document status 

This method allows to retrieve translation status. 

Request 

Action: 

      GET 
https://www.letsmt.eu/ws/Service.svc/json/GetDocumentTranslationState?appID={0}&id={1} 

Query parameters: 

● appID – application ID (e.g., “LKG”) 
● id – job identification for current translation job 

Response 
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In the response, the method returns the JSON structure, where: 

● ErrorCode – error code in case of translation error 
● ErrorMessage – user friendly message in case of translation error 
● FileName – filename of uploaded document 
● Id – job ID 
● Segments – count of segments in uploaded document 
● Size – count of symbols in uploaded document 
● Status – current status of the job 
● System – translation system’s ID that is requested to translate the document 
● TranslatedSegments – count of translated segments within the document 

Download translated content 

This method allows to retrieve the result – a translated document. 

Request 

Action: 

      GET 
https://www.letsmt.eu/ws/Service.svc/json/DownloadDocumentTranslation?appID={0}&id={1} 

Query parameters: 

● appID – application ID (e.g., “LKG”) 
● id – job identification for current translation job 

Response 

In the response, the method returns the content of the translated document as a byte array.  

 

2.1.4. MT system training and evaluation 

Data 

To train the MT systems for Lynx, we initially used all available and eligible data from the Tilde 
MT platform as general domain data and data from the specific domains (energy, financial, etc.) 
as in-domain data. Tuning and evaluation data were automatically sampled from the in-domain 
data. Those initial MT systems were trained using Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) 
technologies. An overview of the resulting dataset sizes after this early training stage is shown in 
Table 1. 

  Sentence pairs 
EN-NL 41,639,299 
EN-ES 81,176,632 
EN-DE 24,768,821 
DE-NL 15,463,248 

Table 1 Amount of data used for training MT systems 
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Baseline SMT Systems 

All Spanish ↔ English, German ↔ English and Dutch ↔ English SMT systems were trained using 
the state-of-the-art SMT training technologies that are available in the Tilde MT platform. The 
systems are phrase-based SMT systems, which feature 7-gram translation models and 3-gram 
language models. (As the monolingual data is of very large quantity, it was decided to train 3-
gram language models so that the systems can be used in practical application scenarios 
whenever necessary.) All systems were trained using the Moses SMT toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) 
on the Tilde MT platform.  

Language models were trained with KenLM (Heafield, 2011). The systems were tuned with MERT 
(Bertoldi et al., 2009) using the tuning sets. The systems were automatically evaluated using a 
standard metric for automatic evaluation of machine translation - BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002). 
The automatic evaluation results for all systems are provided in Table 2. 

Updated NMT Systems 

To outperform the baselines, we used all the data from the Lynx SMT training and trained NMT 
systems with multiplicative long short-term memory (Krause et al., 2017) (MLSTM) and a shared 
subword unit vocabulary (Sennrich et al., 2016) of 25,000 tokens. The updated systems were 
trained using the Marian NMT training toolkit (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018). The results in 
Table 2 show that NMT systems outperform their SMT counterparts in all cases. 

  SMT NMT 
EN-NL 30.45 34.12 
NL-EN 32.62 43.54 
EN-ES 28.26 38.36 
ES-EN 25.77 32.52 
EN-DE 37.01 38.73 
DE-EN 41.54 44.73 
NL-DE n/a 39.84 
DE-NL n/a 42.14 

Table 2 Results (BLEU scores – higher is better) from MT system automatic evaluation 

Translation Examples 

The example sentence shown in Figure 3 shows that the SMT system (blue) has omitted several 
words from the source sentence and therefore changed the whole meaning of the translation. 
The output from the NMT system (green) is also not a perfect match with the source, but at least 
it keeps most of the meaning intact.   
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Figure 3 An example translation from Spanish into English. The upper machine translation is SMT and the lower 
is NMT 

Another example, shown in Figure 4, exhibits the SMT system’s difficulty to deal with rare words, 
while the NMT system handles the whole sentence perfectly. 

 

Figure 4 An example translation from Dutch into English. The upper machine translation is SMT and the lower is 
NMT 

In the case of very complex sentences, at times, the SMT system failed to translate anything at 
all. One such example is given in Figure 5. The updated NMT system can handle such sentences 
much better. 

 

Figure 5 An example translation from English into Spanish. The upper machine translation is SMT and the lower 
is NMT 

The following figures (Figure 6 and Figure 7) show some examples of translations from German 
into Dutch and from Dutch into German. The first “Machine” (blue) translation is from the LYNX 
NMT system and the second one (green) - Google Translate. 
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Figure 6 An example translation from Dutch into German. The upper machine translation is LYNX NMT and the 
lower is Google Translate 

 

Figure 7 An example translation from German into Dutch. The upper machine translation is LYNX NMT and the 
lower is Google Translate 

2.2. TERMINOLOGY EXTRACTION SERVICE 

2.2.1. Description of the Cloud Platform  

Tilde Terminology is a cloud platform for terminology work. The platform provides user-friendly, 
collaborative, and multilingual terminology services to a wide range of users, including human 
and machine users, to facilitate terminology work in practical application scenarios. Tilde 
Terminology simplifies manual management of multilingual terminology including its processing, 
storage, sharing, and re-use via the rich terminology service functionalities of the Tilde 
Terminology cloud platform. The portal also provides secure access to terminology collections 
using API methods. 

Tilde Terminology also provides powerful functionality for automated term extraction from full-
text documents, automated translation look-up (from online term bases), term approval and 
post-editing, term glossary management, term sharing with other linguists and team members, 
term re-use, term export as TBX, TSV, CSV, and MT system training. 

The main functionalities of the terminology portal include: 

1. Search for terms in various sources 
2. Identify terms automatically in documents 
3. Look up translation candidates for terms 
4. Collaborate with colleagues 
5. Integrate terms in CAT and MT 
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2.2.2. Service Description 

A new terminology extraction API endpoint has been created; the terminology extraction service 
extracts term candidates from uploaded corpora. The extraction process consists of several 
steps: upload of multiple documents, analyze their format, extract plaintext, mark term 
candidates in plaintext version, extract and group all term candidates, and finally make a single 
terminology collection. In case of bilingual extraction several steps are appended – translation 
candidate lookup for each targeted terminology databases and then the results are merged 
together. 

The extraction process consists of several independent software modules that are organized in a 
workflow (see Figure 8). The extraction workflow consists of the following steps: 

● Plain text extraction 
● Monolingual term candidate extraction 
● Collection creation 
● Result conversion 

 

Figure 8 Terminology extraction workflow 

Plain text extraction 

The first step of the terminology extraction process is the plain text extraction from the 
documents uploaded to the Lynx platform. As the Lynx platform allows to receive different types 
of files in different encodings, this module is responsible for the correct interpretation of a file 
structure, encoding, and content. First, the main module of plain text detects the file format and 
encoding against the Lynx provided language parameter and automatically decides which tool 
will be used for the text extraction. The plain text extraction process is executed for each file, and 
the result is a TXT file that is saved in the Terminology File Store.  

Term candidate extraction 

Monolingual term candidate extraction includes a set of software modules that are responsible 
for the acquisition of monolingual term candidates in the source language selected by the user. 
As input, these modules receive the plain text from the source documents and the project 
properties provided by the user. The result of these modules is a monolingual TBX document. 
Source term candidate extraction modules include (see Figure 9 ): 

● Term markers in plain text – annotates text with possible term candidates. 
● Term normalizer – appends canonical forms and morpho-syntactic information 

about canonical forms to the marked terms of documents. 
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● Single Collection Creator – compounds all terms from tagged documents into a 
single terminology collection. The terms are grouped by canonical forms and 
morpho-syntactic information, and a single monolingual terminology collection is 
created including references to the source files and collocations. 

 

Figure 9 Monolingual term extraction 

Translation Candidate Lookup 

After term candidates are extracted from source text corpus, several lookups can be performed 
against EuroTermBank terminology database or against Statistical Term database, which has 
been automatically populated from web. 

This step is optional, if the target language is not passed to extraction service, no lookups in the 
target languages will be performed. 

Purpose of the service 

The terminology extraction service is used before the Entity extraction service. Entity extraction 
requires the data to be in RDF SKOS format, so the last step is conversion from TBX to RDF. An 
example of the terminology extraction result is provided in the Annex of this document. 

Language support 

The Tilde Terminology functionality for term candidate extraction is a linguistic process that 
requires different linguistic tools to achieve higher term candidate extraction quality. Therefore, 
depending on different language specific tools and resources, languages can be divided into four 
categories – A level, B level, C level, and D level. Lynx focuses on these languages: English, Dutch, 
Spanish and German. The Lynx language support levels are highlighted below. 

A level languages have the highest level of support in the Tilde Terminology platform for term 
tagging and term normalization. A level languages are English and Latvian. The following 
linguistic tools are available for A level languages: 

● Part-of-speech (or morpho-syntactic) taggers trained on (high quality) human annotated 
training data 

● Lemmatizers, which allow performing better statistical analysis for term candidate 
extraction 

● Morphological analyzers and synthesizers, which are required for term normalization 
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● Rule-based term normalizers, which allow reducing redundancy in the extracted term 
candidate lists 

B level languages have the highest level of support in the Tilde Terminology platform for term 
tagging; however, they do not have a term normalization tool. B level languages are German, 
Spanish, Estonian, French, Hungarian, Italian, Lithuanian, and Dutch. The following linguistic tools 
are available for B level languages: 

● Part-of-speech (or morpho-syntactic) taggers trained on (high quality) human annotated 
training data 

● Lemmatizers, which allow performing better statistical analysis for term candidate 
extraction and provide basic support for redundancy reduction in the extracted term 
candidate lists 

C level languages have basic support in the Tilde Terminology platform for term tagging, but they 
do not have a term normalization tool. The linguistic tools are part-of-speech taggers trained on 
(lower quality) automatically annotated training data. C level languages are Bulgarian, Czech, 
Danish, Greek, Finnish, Croatian, Maltese, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Slovak, 
Slovenian, and Swedish. 

D level languages have no linguistic tool support in the Tilde Terminology platform for term 
tagging, and they do not have a term normalization tool. Term candidate extraction for these 
languages is based on language independent methods. D level languages are Irish, Turkish, 
Norwegian (Nynorsk), Catalan, and Galician. 

2.2.3. API Description 

Monolingual or bilingual terminology extraction is an asynchronous process, and the workflow is 
the following: 

● Creating a project and retrieving the job id for later reference 
● Upload of files while full corpus is uploaded to the terminology share. If there are huge 

amounts of files, FTP or another solution could be used. 
● Starting the extraction process and providing workflow extraction parameters  
● Retrieval of extraction status 
● Retrieval of extracted collection 

The endpoint is protected with Basic Authentication. For the Lynx platform, a user account is 
created to access the service. Thus, for each request, the Authorization header should be present 
with a Basic authentication token. 

Extraction project creation 

This method allows creating a new project and getting its unique reference. 

Request 

Action: 

      GET https://term.tilde.com/svc/extraction/project/create 
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Headers: 

● Authorization – Basic authentication token 

Response 

In the response, the method returns the ID of this just created project. 

File upload to the extraction project 

This method allows to upload one or more files to the extraction project.  

Request 

Action: 

        POST https://term.tilde.com/svc/extraction/files/{projectID} 

Headers: 

● Authorization – Basic authentication token 
● Content-Type – “application/x-www-form-urlencoded” 

URL Parameters: 

• ProjectID – ID of extraction project 

Response 

In the response, the method returns HTTP status code 200 OK in case of success. 

Start term extraction 

This method allows starting the terminology extraction workflow.  

Request 

Action: 

        POST https://term.tilde.com/svc/extraction/project/{projectID}/start?lang={lang} 

Headers: 

● Authorization – Basic authentication token 

URL Parameters: 

● projectID – ID of extraction project 
● lang – ISO 2-symbol language code, language of text corpus, the source language 

● targetLang – ISO 2-symbol language code, language of targeted translation candidates. 
Optional parameter, if omitted, then monolingual term extraction will be performed, 

● normalization - true/false, whether to use term normalization after monolingual term 
extraction workflow, 

https://localhost:44362/project/%7bprojectID%7d/start?lang=%7blang%7d
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● contextrange - number, size of context surrounding the term to be preserved together 
with terms during the extraction. By default 3 words before, 3 words after the term are 
attached to the extraction result 

● domain - domain of targeted terminology collection, by default is “legal” selected. The 
value is used for term translation candidate lookup in external databases 

● translationDB - list of external translation database, where translation lookup must be 
performed.  

Response 

In the response, the method returns HTTP status code 200 OK in case of success. 

Retrieve term extraction status 

This method allows getting the status of the extraction process.  

Request 

Action: 

        POST https://term.tilde.com/svc/extraction/project/{projectID}/status 

Headers: 

● Authorization – Basic authentication token 

URL Parameters: 

● projectID – ID of extraction project 

Response 

In the response, the method returns HTTP status code 200 OK and a status message in the 
response body. Possible values are the following: NotStarted, Waiting, Executing, Completed, 
Crashed. 

Stop term extraction 

In case of incorrect parameters or update of source files, it is possible to stop the ongoing 
executing process and start again later. 

Request 

Action: 

        POST https://term.tilde.com/svc/extraction/project/{projectID}/stop 

Headers: 

● Authorization – Basic authentication token 

URL Parameters: 

● projectID – ID of extraction project 
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Response 

In the response, the method returns HTTP status code 200 OK in case of success. 

Get term extraction results 

This method returns the results of the extraction process, providing a valid answer only if the 
extraction process status is “completed”. It can return data in TBX or RDF format (use Accept 
header to specify format). 

Request 

Action: 

        POST https://term.tilde.com/svc/extraction/project/{projectID}/result 

Headers: 

● Authorization – Basic authentication token 
● Accept – “application/xml” for TBX format, “text/turtle” for SKOS/RDF result 

URL Parameters: 

● projectID – ID of extraction project 

● count - optional, number of concepts to download (concepts will be ordered descending 
by probability score) 

● low_score - optional, the lower threshold for probability score for concepts 

● hight_score - optional, the upper threshold for probability score for concepts 

Response 

In the response, the method returns a terminology collection in TBX or SKOS format. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This report provides a description of the final translation services (as defined in D3.7). Two 
services are described: translation service and terminology service. Both services include the 
following parts: 

- Description of the Cloud platform in general 
- Lynx Service Description 
- Lynx APIs Description 

Translation and terminology services are fully functioning and available for LYNX action use cases 
implementation. As a part of LYNX sustainability business plan, available translation and 
terminology services can be used for services further adaptation for specific use case 
requirements and domain. 
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ANNEX 
Example of monolingual Terminology extraction result (in RDF format) 
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Examples of MT system training results 

Spanish - English 
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English - Spanish 
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Dutch - English 
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